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as to what will give us the greater opportunity of making the word of God known.

But how easy it is in a church for people who have a different idea of -- or different

gifts perhaps. One has one type of gift and one has another and we tend to look down

on each other. As Paul said, Lot not the// eye think that the ear is not of value,

or ear think that the foot is not of value. They all have part in the Lord's work. We

find this in every field of thought but it should have no place in the church.

I remember Dr. Wh. F. Aibright telling me in Palestine how two men cane there and

how much he rejoiced 1* looking forward to their coming to the American School of Oriental

Research of which he was head at the time. One a! these men -- They wore both great men

in thfield "f Ancient History Studies. But one of them was a man who was an archaeologist

in the field of specific archaeology -- taking little potsehered and putting then together,

studying the shape of buildings, doing all that sort of work. Digging into the ground and

finding what you find there. The other man was a man who studios languages and studied
history

ancient records to see what we could learn of ancient c#%. And either of these without

the other cannot reach final results. Both are necessary but very rarely will you find

a man like Dr. Aibtight who is good in both of these areas. Most people are good in

either one 41 or the other. I personally like the language far better than trying to

study the shapes of buildings or that sort of thing, or the actual dfl digging. People

mostly are in one or the other of these two general areas of archaeology. Albright was

good in both of then, and he looked forward to the coning of these % two men. And when

they cane they both arrived at the place. He introduced them to each other. They had

never heard of each other, and he introduced them and he told the one, He's the one that

did the excavation at such a place. And this man is the man who worked out the meaning of

these particulzr tablets and figured out this language, and one of then look at the ether

and said, Oh, a digg.tf! And the other looked at hir and said, Oh, a language man! Azi

Aibright was shocked t. see how they had no regard for each other being in different

areas of a study whore both are necessary to got any results. And this sane thing applies

to the church to so great an extent. One has one gift and another has another and we should

use the gift that God has given us and not look down on those who have other gifts.

And then there is the matter of the kind of services. Some people don't feel t$Ø' they
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